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To be taken with a grain of salt: between a “grammar” and a GRAMMUR of a 

sacrificial ritual system* 

 

 

 

The goal of this paper is to offer a brief overview of two rules—selected from a set of 

several hundred such rules—operative in the “grammar” of a ritual system termed Σ 

(Sigma), which is described in full in Meshel 2014 and defined briefly below. I will argue 

that if “grammars” of ritual systems can be composed at all, this can be achieved only by 

taking a step away from the linguistic analogy and by identifying the nonlinguistic 

operative categories inherent in the ritual systems under investigation. Once several 

distinct operative categories are identified, the transformational rules between these 

operative categories are discovered, and the specific rules comprising each operative 

category within a given ritual system are formulated, the resultant theory may qualify as a 

“grammar”, perhaps more accurately termed a GRAMMUR: Generative, Rigorously 

Applied Mathematically Modelled Unconscious Rules. While this paper focuses on two 

rules from one operative category, it is intended to suggest the potential explanatory 

power of a full-fledged “grammar” of a ritual system. 

In the past half-century, the scholarly investigation of ritual has been pursued 

within a large variety of theoretical frameworks, including linguistics, information 

theory, systems theory, ethology, and cognition.1 Of these, linguistics has been the single 

                                                 
* I wish to thank Professor Axel Michaels and Dr. Anand Mishra for reading sections of this paper and 

commenting on them, and Professor Martha Himmelfarb for her advice and helpful suggestions. Thanks go 

to Omri Shareth, Paolo Visigalli, and the editors of this volume for their comments on various levels. 
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most important framework for the study of ritual and several of the others employed in 

this undertaking are modeled upon, or at least inspired by, linguistics. 

Within the theoretical framework of linguistics, there has been a tendency among 

some anthropologists and scholars in comparative religion to liken the structures of ritual 

systems to the grammars of natural languages. This has resulted in the widespread use of 

grammatical terminology to describe the structures of ritual systems, with the most 

radical theory even asserting the existence of an evolutionary relationship between ritual 

and language;2 it has also resulted in a conviction that rituals, like languages, have 

grammars.3 The literature on this theoretical issue singles out sacrificial ritual as a special 

case, perhaps because some scholars believe that sacrifice holds a unique place among 

rituals, as if it were the ritual par excellence, to which all other rituals may ultimately be 

reduced.4  

The idea that the structures of languages and sacrificial rituals are homologous 

has its roots in antiquity. As Staal notes, the second century B.C.E. Sanskrit grammarian 

Patañjali first suggested this homology in the introduction to his Mahābhāṣya, a 

                                                 
1 See Staal 1979, 1980, 1989, Mishra 2010 (linguistics); Lévi-Strauss 1963 (information theory); Gane 

2004, 2005 (systems theory); Burkert 1987 (ethology); and Lawson 1976 and Lawson & McCauley 1990 

(cognition). For a sense of the proliferation of such approaches in the past few decades, see Kreinath 2006 

and Michaels 2016. 

2 Most radically, Staal 1989:268.  

3 See for example Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1977, Lawson & McCauley 1990, Payne 1999, Gane 2004, the 

various contributions to Michaels & Mishra 2010, and Michaels 2016 for a sampling of a large body of 

literature from diverse cultural contexts.  

4 See Milbank 1995 and the bibliography cited there, to which one might add Evans-Pritchard 1965:53, 

Sperber 1975:110–111, J. Z. Smith 1987:196–7, and Burkert 1987:212. For a criticism of the predominance 

of animal sacrifice (over vegetable sacrifice) in modern scholarship, see McClymond 2008. 
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commentary on the classical Sanskrit grammar of Pāṇini.5 To put it somewhat 

simplistically, Patañjali assumes—though he does not explicitly claim—that sacrificial 

ritual systems have grammars and aims to convince his readers that languages should 

have grammars as well. (Incidentally, structuralists often make the reverse claim, using 

language as a template for ritual rather than the other way around). 

In Patañjali’s thinking, as Staal understands it—perhaps over generously, as some 

recent scholars have argued—the formal homology between language and sacrificial 

ritual pertains to a specific tension inherent in both systems, a tension between unlimited 

theoretical possibilities and limited realizable options.6  

While Staal’s work has inspired a large body of literature on “ritual grammar”,7 

current discussion in the field of comparative religion about the theoretical underpinnings 

                                                 
5 See Staal 1989:40–41. 

6 This reading, and the conclusions I draw from it (Meshel 2014:1–3), have been criticized by Michaels 

(2016:76–7), and also by Anand Mishra and Paolo Visigalli (personal communication). Michaels 

demonstrates that Patañjali, who speaks of thousand-year-long sacrifices, is not concerned with protracted 

sacrificial rituals that are not performed because they are pragmatically unlikely or unfeasible; but only 

with protracted sacrificial rituals that are no longer performed—thus removing the edge from Staal’s 

reading. If we reject Staal’s reading, then we should avoid projecting our views onto Patañjali, and either 

consider another worthy—such as the medieval Jewish scholar Moses Maimonides, discussed below, or 

perhaps Patañjali’s predecessor Kātyāyana (read very generously by Visigalli)—as prōtos ergatēs in the 

field of “ritual grammar.” Alternatively, we must admit that the intuition is a modern one, only faintly 

adumbrated in ancient and in medieval literature (see Meshel 2014:7–18). While certainly deferring to 

Michaels, Mishra and Visigalli on this matter, I would like to offer one argument in defense of Staal’s 

reading of Patañjali: It is quite possible that Patañjali sincerely believed that in the mythic past individuals 

could live long enough to perform thousand-year-long sacrificial rituals, but in the non-mythic world of 

Patañjali’s audience, these rituals are necessarily imagined and unperformed; therefore Patañjali himself 

recognized that each protracted ritual ought to be imparted not by means of direct exposure to the entire 

ritual but by means of a combination of a limited set of building blocks and a limited set of rules. I admit, 

however, that such a combination would be “generative” only by very generous usage of the term.  
7 See note 3 above. 
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and possible implications of the grammar of ritual greatly outweighs descriptive accounts 

of the ritual systems themselves, although such accounts ought to serve as the foundation 

for the broader theoretical discussions. This situation has led Michaels to state that 

previous work on the grammar of ritual has generally been “more programmatic than 

proto-grammatical”.8 In fact, despite the relative abundance of detailed discussions of 

grammatical features within particular rituals, a systematic outlay of even a single ritual 

system’s grammar has been entirely lacking in the literature, until very recently.9 It is 

striking that there has even been some discussion of a “universal grammar” of sacrificial 

ritual — rules that may be applicable to all sacrificial systems in diverse human societies 

— even before one complete grammar of a specific sacrificial system exists.  

An example will help illustrate what would constitute a “grammar” of a ritual 

system and what such a grammar could contribute to our understanding of ritual systems. 

In the twelfth century, the Jewish scholar Moses Maimonides formulated several general 

rules about the sacrificial laws in biblical and rabbinic traditions. One cluster of these 

                                                 
8 See Michaels 2007:241. Michaels (2016:78 fn. 9) claims that to date, only two attempts have been made 

to compose a “grammar” of a ritual system—one on Newar life-cycle rituals (Michaels 2012) and one on 

ancient Israelite and early Jewish sacrificial rituals (Meshel 2014). 

9 This is not to diminish in any way from the importance of a large body of literature relevant to our 

discussion—for example, Sebeok, 1966; Bourdieu 1977; Staal 1979 etc.; Lawson & McCauley 1990; 

Humphrey & Laidlaw 1994; Gane 2005; Payne 1999; Yelle 2003. For a particularly insightful analysis of 

palindromes in ritual, see Yelle 2013, Chapter 2 (“The Poetics of Ritual Performance”), primarily pp. 46–

50. Whether a particular theory qualifies as a “grammar” of a non-linguistic system depends, of course, on 

how one defines “grammar” in this context. As shall become clear in due course, the restrictive definition 

offered here requires that an analysis be comprehensive, sensitive to different operative categories and to 

transformational laws between them, that it account for diachronic change, and be amenable to 

mathematical modelling. The number of operative categories and specific rules will, naturally, vary from 

one “grammar” to another.  
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abstractions, consisting of Maimonides’ own generalizations as well as generalizations 

culled from earlier rabbinic literature, appears towards the end of his introduction to 

tractate Zebaḥim, in his Commentary on the Mishna:10 

  

And if you consider all of the abovementioned sacrifices, you will find that there 

is not a single female among all of the public offerings… Similarly you will find 

that every layperson’s purification offering is a female animal… Similarly it will 

become evident to you that there is not among all of the public offerings an ovine 

[i.e., sheep] purification offering, nor a caprine [i.e., goat] wholeburnt offering… 

 

Note that several of the generalizations in Maimonides’ introduction are found nowhere 

in the ancient sources he had at his disposal; they are Maimonides’ own abstractions, 

designed to accord with several examples of sacrifices within the biblical text (as 

interpreted by the early rabbinic authorities) and with a number of sacrificial 

combinations newly introduced in rabbinic traditions but not found in the biblical text. 

Yet of the many dozens of sacrificial combinations found in literature from the turn of the 

era, including Qumranic literature, Josephus, Philo, and a large body of apocryphal and 

pseudepigraphic literature11—combinations that differ substantially from the instructions 

                                                 
10 Kafaḥ 1963:19.  

11 For a partial list, see below, pp. 30–31. For The Temple Scroll (TS), see Yigael Yadin (ed.). 1983. The 

Temple scroll. 2 vols. Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society; for the Aramaic Levi Document (ALD), see 

Jonas C. Greenfield, Michael E. Stone & Ester Eshel (eds.). 2004. The Aramaic Levi Document: Edition, 

translation, commentary. Studia in Veteris Testamenti pseudepigrapha 19. Leiden: Brill; for Josephus, see 

primarily Flavius Josephus, Judean Antiquities 1–4, Translation and Commentary by Feldman, Louis. 

2000. Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary 3. Leiden: Brill; and for Philo, see for example Philo, 

On the special laws (De Specialibus Legibus). Translated by Colson, F. H. 1937. Loeb Classical Library, 

Philo 7. London: W. Heinemann.  
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of the pentateuchal law—not a single one substantially violates these rules formulated by 

a twelfth-century Spanish-North African rabbi. Most of these texts were unavailable to 

Maimonides, so we can only suppose that he has hit upon certain rigorous, underlying 

rules, the same rules which the authors of the late Second Temple period had internalized 

as a result of their exposure to the biblical text, and which guided them when generating 

their own new sacrificial combinations.  

 Consider a common linguistic analog: young children hear grammatical 

utterances from their parents. The children are exposed to numerous—but finitely 

many—grammatical utterances. The fact that these children regularly acquire fluency in a 

language on the basis of that finite number of utterances, and in particular that they can 

then produce grammatical but as-yet-unheard utterances, demonstrates that they have 

internalized grammatical rules from a limited input. A linguist can compose a grammar 

for that language on the basis of those utterances of one speaker, a grammar that would 

then prove valid for the utterances of other speakers as well even though the linguist had 

not heard them. 

So too, Jewish authors writing in antiquity derived their understanding of sacrifice 

from (roughly) the same pentateuchal text, and some of them presumably also witnessed 

a shared set of Temple practices. These authors describe rituals that do not appear in the 

sources they would have encountered but that nevertheless accord with rules they had 

internalized from their exposure to a finite set of rituals. Writing in the twelfth century, 

Maimonides (like the aforementioned linguist) postulated generalizations in order to 

characterize the pentateuchal and rabbinic literature, but his rules also prove valid for 
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other rituals to which he could not have been exposed. In short, Maimonides was 

describing a “grammar” of rituals that earlier practitioners and authors had internalized. 

Whereas Maimonides only discusses a few internalized grammatical rules, a full 

“grammar” of ritual should map out a system of these rules in a comprehensive fashion. 

Such a grammar would delineate the generalized principles that govern the formation of 

ritual sequences.   

For an analysis to constitute a “grammar”—as defined here—it would not be 

sufficient for it to offer a full and systematic listing of an inventory of building blocks for 

the “praxemic” description of a robust ritual system;12 and to identify general rules that 

determine which combinations of building blocks are licit and which are not—though 

such a description is in and of itself no small task by any standard. It would also have to 

be: (1) generative, in the sense that a small set of rules inferred from a large set of data 

can be shown to govern the formation of new sequences; (2) rigorously applied, in the 

sense that exceptions to the rules might be allowed (as in a grammar of a language)—but 

fewer exceptions would produce a simpler and more successful grammar; (3) amenable to 

mathematical modeling—this is not a requirement of the grammar itself, but rather an 

indication of its explanatory power: a successful grammar ought to be describable 

concisely and parsimoniously in abstract terms, and should be representable in simple 

graphic or formulaic terms; (4) unconsciously internalized—as in a language, it should be 

                                                 
12 Sequences of ritual action are composed of smaller building blocks (let us call these building blocks 

“praxemes”, and their analysis—“praxemics”; see discussion below) that combine in clearly defined, 

perhaps even predictable, structures. This systematic listing, of course, should not be merely a list of 

grammatical combinations, which the ancient legal texts themselves supply, and which represent only a 

subset of all grammatical combinations. 
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demonstrated that some of the rules are not explicit in the ritual manuals (and competent 

practitioners need not be consciously aware of them); lastly, (5) rules must to be grouped 

into discrete operative categories in such a way that the theory of the ritual system is 

sensitive to differential levels of abstraction, clearly describing specific transformational 

rules between these levels. The existence of different operative categories is analogous to 

linguistics, which includes operative categories such as phonetics, phonology, 

morphology, syntax, and semantics. Instead of imposing these same categories on ritual 

systems, however, one might expect to find a different set of operative categories unique 

to ritual systems, and which need to be discovered inductively, “from the ground 

upwards,” by careful examination of each ritual system. 

Finally, an empirical “experiment” should be devised to examine the “predictive” 

value of the “grammar”—as in the diachronic testing of Maimonides’ generalizations 

described above, wherein they are tested against texts which he could not have known—

and its explanatory power ought to be explored. In the case of Σ, described below, a 

successful grammar would assist in the solution of philological problems, and would aid 

in the understanding of passages that may have otherwise been misconstrued.  

The Grammar of Sacrifice, and most specifically in “A Grammar of Σ,” which is 

included in it (Meshel 2014, after p. 226, renumbered as pp. 1–26), aims to provide such 

an analysis—in other words, to formulate one grammar for one particular ritual system. 

The ritual system under investigation is the ancient Israelite sacrificial system (referred to 

as Σ) as represented in a set of detailed sacrificial texts found in the books of Exodus, 

Leviticus, and Numbers, and which, as we shall see, is applicable to a host of post-

biblical texts as well—pseudepigraphic, Qumranic and Jewish Hellenistic—such as 
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Jubilees, the Temple Scroll (TS), the Aramaic Levi Document (ALD); Josephus, and 

Philo, to name but a few, and a very large body of early and medieval rabbinic literature. 

These texts depict a system of ritual activity that retains a highly unchangeable 

“grammar,” in the sense of a rich set of unstated, simple, rigorous underlying sacrificial 

rules. The degree to which these rules apply to actual ritual practice (that is, actual 

Israelite and Jewish practice, outside the texts that describe them) is hotly debated, and 

will not be discussed in detail here.13 The degree to which Σ’s operative categories apply 

to other, non-Israelite ritual systems depends on empirical findings that are only 

beginning to surface; as a preliminary note it should suffice to generalize that some of Σ’s 

operative categories have strong explanatory power for non-Israelite (ancient Near 

Eastern and perhaps South Asian) sacrificial systems, whereas others appear to be 

entirely irrelevant outside Σ (see Appendix). 

The Grammar of Sacrifice identifies several operative categories, which it names 

using the neologisms zoemics, jugation, hierarchics, and praxemics, as well as a fifth 

operative category that concerns the meaning of the sacrifice. Zoemics concerns the 

classification of animals according to certain biological traits such as species, gender, and 

                                                 
13 Of the four most extensive ancient Israelite and early Jewish sources on ritual sacrifice—Pentateuchal 

law, Ezekiel 40–48, the Temple Scroll, and the early rabbinic literature—three are at least partially 

imaginary in the sense that they were composed either several generations after the destruction of the 

Temple (the rabbinic sources) or because they are self-professedly utopian (Ezekiel, the Temple Scroll). 

For example, Ezekiel and the Temple Scroll from Qumran both depict a sacrificial system that is to take 

place in an imagined architectural structure. Since the details of the sacrificial procedures in the Temple 

Scroll and in Ezekiel are in many cases dependent on the precise structure of the building, and since the 

“more perfect” Temple described in detail in these texts is self-professedly imaginary, it follows that the 

sacrificial system itself is also at least partially utopian, rather than merely descriptive of any actual 

historical practice. With regard to the Pentateuchal texts, matters are more contested; see Meshel 2014:24–

27. 
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age. Jugation, which will be further discussed below, concerns the manner in which 

various sacrificial materials are joined to create large sacrificial complexes. Hierarchics 

examines the relation between different and sometimes overlapping terms used to 

designate sacrificial types, terms such as “wholeburnt offering”, “purification offering”, 

and “reparation offering.” Praxemics concerns discrete ritual acts and the ways in which 

these acts can and cannot be combined.  

 The present essay treats an atypical example from the operative category of 

jugation. The Grammar of Sacrifice primarily investigates “real” instantiations of ritual in 

Σ, that is, ritual sequences that are, at the very least, laid out in a straightforward manner 

in the texts describing them. This paper, however, considers an example of “imaginary” 

ritual practice, or one that is not textually explicit but nevertheless permitted in the logic 

of the system. Due to the nature of our texts, we will be doubly removed from the world 

of sacrifice, both because some texts that serve as the basis of the grammar postdate the 

destruction of the Temple and the resulting end of Jewish sacrifice and sometimes 

describe a non-existent, utopian world of Jewish sacrificial practice; and because all of 

the texts only allow for, but do not envision, one of the following examples of sacrificial 

patterns. 

Although certainly not the primary objective of the creation of a comprehensive 

grammar, exploring these more recondite examples bears upon the scope of the system: 

just as the construction of a syntactically precise yet semantically unintelligible sentence 

is an important aid in understanding the English language, the identification of sacrificial 

patterns is essential for an understanding of Σ. 
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Serial cereal offerings 

We will focus on an example pertaining to the potential outcomes of laws 

depicting a system of “standalone” grain (or “cereal”) offerings, that is, grain that is not 

subordinate to a meat offering.  

 In the sacrificial system reflected in the Pentateuch, an animal is rarely to be 

offered in isolation. An animal offering often entails accompanying non-animal materials, 

such as grain offerings and libations of wine. Cereal offerings, too, often entail other non-

animal materials, such as oil and salt. We shall refer to such supplementary offerings as 

subordinate jugates (from Latin jugare, ‘to join’), and the subject of inquiry, therefore, 

will be termed jugation. Note that “jugation” is only one of several operative categories 

in Σ: if one were to resort to the linguistic analogy (an analogy which, one must stress, 

should be used very cautiously), then “jugation” would be comparable to adjoining nouns 

to nouns in order to create compounds (a system which is very robust in some languages, 

e.g., Sanskrit). Other components, such as verbs, subordinate clauses, etc., would find no 

parallel in this operative category. 

In order to discuss the relationships between primary and supplemental sacrificial 

materials, we use the following convention: a primary sacrifice receives the subscript 

letter “A”, each jugate that is immediately ancillary to it receives the letter “B”, and so 

on. We will also use the term “co-jugates” to refer to two or more jugates at the same 

level that are not jugated to different elements. The definition is a subtle but useful one: 

two or more B-level offerings (such as semolina and wine) jugated to the same A-level 

offering (such as flesh, in Diagram 1) are co-jugates, for example, but so are two or more 

A-level offerings that are offered together under specified conditions.  These somewhat 
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abstract definitions will become clearer in meaning through a few concrete examples 

given below. 

 

Diagram 1: Basic Jugational Scheme of Meat Offering 

 

Judging from the priestly biblical texts and from post-biblical material, the most 

common type of jugation in Σ is the adjoining of a grain offering (also termed “cereal 

offering” or “meal offering”)14 and a libation to an animal offered on the altar. This 

combination appears to be a legacy from ancient Levantine sacrificial practice and is 

couched in human realia: like the offerers themselves, the gods are assumed to prefer a 

starch and an alcoholic beverage along with their meat.15 Similar condimentary practices 

may explain, to some extent, the requirement to add salt to portions of certain offerings.  

                                                 
14 These terms translate the Hebrew term minḥâ. For its etymology and various denotations, see Snaith 

1967; Levine 1974, 7 n. 9, 17 n. 38; Eberhart 2002:78–9; Anderson 1987:30; and Marx 1994:1–28. 
15 See 1 Sam 1:24, 10:3. See Urie 1949, Wenham 1979:128, and, for example, Fleming 2000:233–293.  
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This elementary jugational structure in priestly law is governed by a small set of 

specific constraints, some of which are quite simple and intuitive, while others are more 

nuanced. An analogy to fast-food menus will help demonstrate the nature of these 

constraints. In addition to orders of a lone burger, a lone soda, and lone fries, one may 

choose from combinations of food that together constitute a meal. A burger with fries (a 

starch prepared in oil and often salted) and a soda is common, and a burger with fries or a 

burger with a soda are also not unheard of—hence the typical adage, “Would you like 

fries with that?” However, a combination of only fries and a soda is not licit: that is, 

while it is not illegal to order fries and a drink separately, they do not constitute a meal. 

This is reflected in the absence of such an option from most “combo” menus. So, too, 

note that the subordination of fries and sodas to burgers is one-way: ordering a drink does 

not typically evoke “Would you like a burger with that?” Such is the precise nature of 

jugational subordination in Σ.16 

In addition to subordinate cereal offerings, such as are described in Numbers 28–

29, the priestly literature in the Pentateuch also mentions independent cereal offerings, or 

jugations that pertain to entirely non-animal offerings. For example, Leviticus 2 describes 

several voluntary offerings of semolina that do not accompany animal sacrifices. In the 

case of raw semolina, frankincense is required as well. Thus, the voluntary A-level (i.e., 

standalone) offerings of raw semolina (Lev 2:1–3) are of the following form: 

                                                 
16 On the combination of grain (in the form of bread) and wine in the Eucharist, modeled after rituals 

associated with the Jerusalem Temple, see Marx 1994:163–5. 
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Diagram 2: Basic Jugational Scheme of Grain Offering 

While Leviticus 2 clearly describes standalone offerings, modern scholars have debated 

whether these laws concerning standalone freewill grain offerings were also meant to 

apply to the case of grain offerings that are themselves subordinate to animal offerings.17 

This controversy also finds precedent in antiquity and will be examined in more detail 

below.18  

 

                                                 
17 E.g., Knobel 1861:76; Seebass Numeri 2.139 holds a middle position: the laws in Lev 2 would pertain to 

subordinate grain offerings as well, to the exclusion of the requirement of frankincense. Wenham 1979:128 

assumes that a handful of each cereal offering was burnt (even in the case of B-Level grain offerings), the 

rest given to the priest. There is no evidence that 1 Cor 9:13, which Wenham cites in support of this 

argument, refers to subordinate grain offerings. In any case, Priestly law does not explicitly require the 

jugation of frankincense to a cereal offering that is itself jugated to an animal offered as a calendric offering 

(see, however, Haran 1978:230). Several late Second Temple texts suggest that such jugation did in fact 

take place. See Aramaic Levi Document 8:6, where the frankincense is physically added on top of the flesh-

cereal-wine complex; Genesis Apocryphon 10:15–16, Schiffman 2005:197–198, and Himmelfarb 

2004:116–121. Rabbinic tradition in this case adhered to the letter of the text and, like the Priestly law, 

exempted frankincense from subordinate cereal offerings (mishna Menahot 5:3). 
18 Jubilees, Josephus, the Temple Scroll and early rabbinic tradition seem to agree that Leviticus 2:2b–3 

pertains to A-Level offerings only, whereas B-Level grain offerings are turned to smoke in their entirety 

upon the altar. However, the Sadducean halacha referred to in the scholion to Megillat Ta‘anit suggests that 

some authorities in antiquity viewed this law as pertaining to B-Level grain offerings as well. See Regev 

1996, and cf. Noam 2003:250–254; concerning MMT see Qimron & Strugnell 1994:150–152.  

      SemolinaA 

FrankincenseB 

  SaltB 
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Jugation affected by jugation  

Before we turn to our example of practicably impossible but grammatically 

permissible jugational patterning, let us examine a case of practicably possible, 

grammatically permissible, but counterintuitive jugational patterning. This example 

should assist in demonstrating that practical, economic or culinary considerations—while 

undoubtedly important and operative in the formation of sacrificial norms—are 

insufficient as explanations for the internal rationale of some of Σ’s laws. Rather, we 

shall claim, a rationale is to be sought elsewhere—within the logical patterns of its 

“grammar.” 

We have already mentioned in passing the requirement to add salt to certain 

offerings. As we shall see in the following section, some controversy existed in antiquity 

also concerning the scope of the requirement to salt various offerings (see Leviticus 2:13, 

discussed in detail below). However, even if one posits that all offerings must be salted, 

the salting of wine need not seem especially awkward: one might claim that, since the 

wine is offered physically alongside the meat and the cereal offering, which are salted, 

the wine is not itself actually salted except through proximity to these salted sacrifices.19 

In rabbinic tradition, however, wine would not, in every case, automatically be salted in 

this way through being joined with meat, since wine may be offered independently 

(wineA). Moreover, even when offered as a B-Level jugate subordinate to a meat 

offering, wineB may be physically separate, as it may be offered at a time and place that 

                                                 
19 Such a procedure is reflected in Aramaic Levi Document 8:6. 
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are different from the flesh and grain components.20 Thus, a problem of salting arises: 

should wineA and wineB be salted? 

 One rabbinic tradition decrees that the subordinate jugation of salt to wine 

depends on the location of the libation within a larger jugational scheme.21 According to 

this tradition, wineA requires saltB, but wineB (a libation offered as a subordinate jugate of 

a flesh offering) does not require saltC (see Diagrams 3 and 4). Hence the following rule 

can be formulated: 

Rule 1: subordinate jugation of salt does not apply to wine libations that are themselves 

subordinate jugates of a zoeme. 

 

 

 

Diagram 3: WineA, Salted  

 

                                                 
20 See also Sirach 50:15 and the evidence discussed in Meshel 2014:83–84. 
21 See Babylonian Talmud Menahot 21a and Maimonides, Hilchot Ma‘aśe Ha-Qorbanot 2:1, 16:14, with 

the commentaries, and contrast Maimonides, Hilchot Issure Mizbeaḥ 5:11. The formal reason for this is 

that although neither is offered on the altar fire, wineA is considered “fit for the [altar] fires”—it is only due 

to certain external restrictions that it is not poured on the fire (to refrain from extinguishing the altar fire), 

whereas subordinate wineB is not considered “fit for the fires” in the first place.  
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Diagram 4: WineB, Unsalted  

 

This rule can hardly be explained on practical grounds. The very fact that what is 

at stake is the salting of wine suggests that we are dealing here with implicit jugational 

patterning, a development within the grammar of sacrifice that departs from the usual use 

of condiments in a meal, since wine is not salted when used for ordinary consumption. 

Recalling the fast-food analogy, it is natural to salt one’s burger or one’s fries, or both; 

but the beverage is not normally salted.  

Moreover, if one were to argue that wineB is exempt from the jugation of saltC 

because it is somehow conceived of as salted along with the flesh and cereal offering that 

it accompanies, even if it is not in physical contact with them, this would be refuted by 

the fact that in the rabbinic system, grainB offerings still require salt, even though the 

flesh that they accompany is also salted. 

 Considering the fact that the salting of wine is mentioned only in texts composed 

after actual sacrificial procedures in Israel were a matter of the distant past, it is quite 
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possible that such a custom was never carried out in practice. However, it demonstrates 

the potential of jugational patterning inherent in Σ, even after the sacrificial procedures 

ceased to be performed. This example will therefore prove useful in demonstrating how Σ 

is conducive to extrapolation from the practical to the imaginary. 

 

The Salt of the hearth  

Having examined a case of practicably possible, grammatically permissible, but 

somewhat counterintuitive jugational patterning, let us turn to an example of practicably 

impossible but grammatically permissible jugational patterning.  

Inherent jugational patterning permits not only the generation of ritual 

combinations never previously prescribed (such as the salted wineA of the rabbinic 

tradition), but also the generation of theoretically permissible ritual combinations that can 

never actually be practiced. These “unreal” jugations are analogous to grammatical 

sentences that have never been expressed, either due to pragmatic reasons or because they 

have never come up in conversation. Consider sentence A, of the latter class: 

A. “Xavier Klugman is sitting under that Bunyan tree.” 

This sentence has likely never occurred to anyone before, not because of any 

practical difficulty involved in its production, but purely because the topic of Mr. X. 

Klugman under a Bunyan tree has probably never arisen in conversation. 

 Among the more informative cases are sentences that cannot be expressed, either 

because they are of unlimited length (sentence B), or because they are too complicated 

for most speakers to follow (sentence C): 

B. “Here is the buffalo that sees the god who sees the buffalo that sees the god…”  
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C. “Do you know what the reason he can tell what the color of the buffalo whose 

horn this is is is?” 

Sentence B can be exceedingly long (though it must be finite): it is grammatical 

but literally ineffable (one is reminded of Patañjali’s mention of sacrificial sequences that 

would last a thousand years).22 Sentence C is grammatical but pragmatically unlikely, 

since it is too Dr. Seussesque to follow. 

The distinction between “real” and “unreal” jugational patterns resembles both the 

distinction between parole and langue as conceived by Structuralists and the distinction 

between performance and competence23 as conceived by Generativists. The “real” 

jugational patterns are the sum total of all sequences that have ever been expressed (either 

in text or in practice) in Israelite sacrifice; the “unreal” ones exist only potentially, 

inasmuch as they are grammatical, licit patterns. Let us now turn to one such example. 

 

Leviticus 2:13 reads, “You shall salt every cereal offering; you shall not omit 

from your cereal offering the salt of your covenant24 with your God; with [or: “upon”] all 

your offerings you must offer salt”. Several difficulties present themselves in this verse: 

first of all, it is unclear how many discrete instructions the verse contains.25 

Grammatically, it consists of two (13a, 13b), or possibly three (13aα, 13aβ, 13b) discrete 

                                                 
22 Mah. 1.94 (Kielhorn 1878:9), see discussion in Meshel 2014:1–3. 
23 See de Saussure 1966:7–15; Chomsky 1957, 1981. 

24 Concerning this “covenant”, see Schwartz 2004:210. 

25 From a literary perspective, of course, this multiplicity of discrete grammatical sentences does not 

necessary imply a multiplicity of discrete legal injunctions. Stylistic variation and repetition of the sort 

found in v. 13 are found even in the prose of the Priestly literature (see Paran 1989:49–73, 163–164).  
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sentences.26 However, these sentences may all express a single ruling, formulated in a 

pleonastic fashion found elsewhere in biblical law. 

 The solution to this first problem is linked to another problem, the scope of “all 

your offerings” (or, “each of your offerings”, Hebrew  ָנְ ּבָ ְר קָ ־לּכ ) in 13b. If taken literally 

as referring to every single offering, then the verse contains at least two discrete 

commands: salt every cereal offering (13a), and salt every offering (13b). This 

redundancy may be resolved in part by a hypothesis of diachronic accretion: 13b may be 

a later interpolation, attempting to broaden the scope of 13a to include other offerings as 

well.27 

 However, since this diachronic reconstruction does not solve the problem but only 

transfers the responsibility from the author to the interpolator, we will consider the verse 

in its final form, bearing in mind that this may also have been the original form. As it 

stands, the verse allows for at least three possible readings of the phrase “with/upon all 

your offerings you must offer salt”: 

(a.) a contextually limited reading: only cereal offerings mentioned in the section to 

which this law is appended (Leviticus 2 — so only freewill cerealA offerings) require 

salting; 

(b.) a less contextually restricted reading: all cereal offerings require salting (including 

statutory and freewill cerealA and cerealB offerings); 

                                                 
26 The former is probably more correct, with a subordinate clause, “lest you omit from your cereal offering 

the salt of your covenant with your God”. Compare the phrase “lest x die” in Lev 16:2, Num 18:32 et 

passim. 
27 For a brief philological discussion of Lev 2:13, see Meshel 2014:97–99 and nn. 124–131.  
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(c.) a more literal reading: all offerings, including all meat offerings as well as all cereal 

offerings, require salting. 

 Since the law of Leviticus 2:13 appears in a passage pertaining to cereal offerings, 

it is most likely, though not provable, that the law in 13b was intended to refer only to 

cereal offerings, in contrast to a more literal sense of “each of your offerings.” 

 The earliest traditions reflect a reading somewhere between (b.) and (c.). From 

Ezekiel (who may or may not have been aware of this priestly injunction), one may 

deduce that the salting of sacrificial meat was known in some ancient priestly circles (see 

Ezek. 43:24). However, Ezekiel mentions the salting of meat only once, in the context of 

the wholeburnt offering. A careful reading of the (late Second Temple) Aramaic Levi 

Document (ALD) 9:6–9, which specifies the precise amounts of salt for each animal, may 

similarly lead to the conclusion that only the wholeburnt offering requires salt,28 a notion 

which the first-century historian Josephus also implies (Antiquities 3.227). The 

requirement to salt the showbread, found already in the Septuagint (Greek) version of 

Lev 24:7, probably reflects a rejection of reading (a.) in favor of reading (b.) or (c.), and 

an understanding that the showbread is a cereal offering. 

 Rabbinic traditions are even more inclusive in their reading of “all your offerings” 

in Lev 2:13b,29 offering an extremely literal reading (d.): 

(d.) an ultra-literal reading: all offerings — not only meat offerings and cereal offerings, 

but also such offerings as wine and oil — require salting. 

                                                 
28 For a discussion of the late Second Temple and early rabbinic sources referred to in this section, see 

Meshel 2014:100–103 nn. 132–146. 
29 See also Mark 9:49 and Schiffman 2005:194 and n. 68. 
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 In the Pentateuchal law, there is hardly any practical difference between readings 

(c.) and (d.). Sacrificial materials that are neither cereal offerings nor meat offerings 

(such as wine, oil, or frankincense) are hardly discussed as independent A-level offerings 

in Pentateuchal law, and when wine, oil, or frankincense are offered as B-level jugates, 

they are offered along with salt (the meat itself or the cereal offering is salted; this is 

particularly true if salt is sprinkled on the top of the whole offering). 

 However, later traditions contain such structures for which readings (c.) and (d.) 

play out differently. Since the list of offerable materials was gradually expanded in post-

biblical texts, several materials that are not found in priestly law as independent offerings 

re-entered the sacrificial repertoire of Second Temple and post-biblical sacrificial texts as 

acceptable A-level offerings: wineA, oilA, frankincenseA, woodA, and even saltA offerings 

all appear to be acceptable offerings according to later traditions.30 

 This led to the possibility of a much wider application of the phrase “all your 

sacrifices”, which now included the salting of materials that had not been conceived of as 

offerings in Pentateuchal law. Thus, in rabbinic literature, the law of Lev 2:13b came to 

be regarded much more inclusively as a generic law covering diverse materials, and in 

fact rabbinic sources refer explicitly to the question of salting oilA, frankincenseA, woodA, 

and wineA.31 Let us therefore depart for the time being from the original intention of 

Priestly law and examine the development of Σ within the rabbinic traditions pertaining 

                                                 
30 See, for example, Nehemiah 10:35, 13:31; Jubilees 21:12–13; Aramaic Levi Document 8:7; Temple 

Scroll 20:14, 21:14–16, 23:9–24:16, tosefta Zebahim 1:11, 10:4, tosefta Menahot 12:10, 15, Sifra (Weiss 

12a); Babylonian Talmud Zebahim 91b; and the discussion in Meshel 2014:100–1. 

31 See Sifra (Weiss) 12a–b, Babylonian Talmud Menahot 20a, Maimonides, Hilchot Issure Mizbeaḥ 5:11, 

and the commentaries. Surprisingly, Rashi on Lev 2:13 (Chavel 1982:326) does not reflect the maximalist 

rabbinic reading, but rather reading (b.). 
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to the subordinate jugation of salt. From these rabbinic texts, it appears that an offering 

can be exempt from salt as a subordinate jugate only under the following conditions: (1.) 

it is not considered fit for the altar fire in the first place, (2.) it is exempted by a specific 

verse, or (3.) it is exempted by an explicit, otherwise unrecorded divine decree.32 This 

implies that, in this (obviously fantastic) system, wherever an ad hoc divine exemption is 

absent, anything that is considered an “offering” (roughly,  ָןּבָ ְר ק ) in theory requires a 

subordinate jugate of salt. 

 There is one possibility that the classical rabbinic texts did not entertain, though a 

consistent application of the logic of sacrifice would require taking it into account: since 

saltA is a “grammatical” offering in the rabbinic system — as noted above, rabbinic 

tradition viewed salt as a sacrificial material in its own right and not as an additive33 — 

and since no special divine (scriptural or oral) decree exists for exempting saltA from 

saltB, it appears that the jugation of saltB to saltA is not only possible but necessary. 

 This in itself causes no serious rupture in the system, as one can imagine an 

offering of the form: 

            

Diagram 5 

                                                 
32 See Meshel 2014 101 n. 143. 

33 Moreover, the offering of salt is referred to as תקריב (“you shall offer,” Lev 2:11), see Meshel 2014:102 

n. 144.  

 SaltA    SaltB 
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 However, in the rabbinic system, subordinate B-level jugates also require salting 

(with the exception of wineB, which—as we have seen—is exempt). Now, since there is 

no divine decree exempting saltB from the subordinate jugation of saltC, it appears that — 

if the generativity of the “grammar” of ritual is taken to its extreme limits — a sacrifice 

of salt would be a never-ending enterprise of the form (saltA (saltB (saltC ( …, as in the 

scheme:  

 

etc… 

Diagram 6 

 

This would be in accordance with a rule of Σ, also from the operative category 

“jugation,” according to which: 

Rule 2: every offering entails an immediate subordinate jugate of salt. 

 In fact, having established this rule, it should now be possible to state that every 

sacrificial material in the rabbinic system — not necessarily a saltA offering — should 

entail an endless chain of subordinate jugates as soon as it requires one subordinate jugate 

of salt.34 This situation would create a serious rupture in sacrificial procedures, since it 

might essentially prevent any sacrificial rite from being completed—entangling our 

imaginary priests in a form of Zeno’s paradox. 

                                                 
34 The same situation may be found even in Leviticus, if Lev 2:13b is understood according to reading (d.) 

above. See Meshel 2014 103 n. 146.  

 SaltA    SaltB    SaltC SaltD 
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 This loophole reveals either a loose end in the rules or a rupture, marginal but 

potentially fatal, in the sacrificial system. Of course this loophole is a mental game, and it 

still remains to show what it can teach us about the grammar — not to mention the 

meaning — of ritual as it is presented in Σ. Yet although it may lie at the fringes of the 

greater project at hand, this far-fetched example is nonetheless critical to understanding 

the comprehensive nature of a complete “grammar.” Moreover, these “unreal” sequences 

have, in a sense, logical precedence over those we call “real.” As Staal realized, the 

formal homology between language and ritual is useful precisely to account for the 

pragmatically unlikely sequences that both systems necessarily generate. Thus, in order 

for a generative grammar to be comprehensive, it must allow for every conceivably 

possible grammatical form and prevent the generation of all ungrammatical forms. The 

subordinate jugation of salt to any offering is a rule that must be part of this “grammar,” 

even though — like many rules in the grammars of natural languages — it allows for the 

production of pragmatically impossible sequences. 

 

The limits of language 

The homology between a grammar of language and that of ritual requires, as noted 

in the title of this article, a grain of salt. Unlike natural languages, Σ clearly has no 

phonetics, nor is it governed by morphological or syntactic rules analogous to those of 

natural languages.35 Instead, in Σ one finds at least the four operative categories of 

zoemics, jugation, hierarchics, and praxemics, as enumerated above. Furthermore, if the 

                                                 
35 Contra Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1977; Staal 1979, 1989; Lawson & McCauley 1990; and Michaels 2007. 

Nor would one expect a diachronic study of ritual “grammars” to reveal anything analogous to a “Grimm’s 

law for the equivalent of ritual dialects” (see Goody 1993:42). 
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Israelite sacrificial rituals bear any meaning, it is unlikely that this meaning relates to the 

formal structure of ritual in any way comparable to the linguistic relationship between 

morphology, syntax and semantics.36  

 For this reason, little evidence has been found that would justify a high-resolution 

analogy between language and ritual. Much less should one expect to find a particular 

affinity between the grammars of languages spoken in particular cultures and the ritual 

systems found in those same cultures.37 In fact, the use of the term “syntax” for non-

linguistic systems now seems inappropriate. The present study thus calls into question 

Staal’s central thesis, according to which ritual systems display formal properties that 

closely resemble the syntactic properties of natural languages. The grammar of Σ only 

resembles linguistic grammars inasmuch as both are generative, rigorous, and amenable 

to concise formulation; both are partially unconsciously internalized, and include 

operative categories located on discrete levels of abstraction, as well as rules of 

transformation between these categories, and both have some relation to meaning. In this 

respect, the analogy between the formal structure of ritual and the formal structure of 

language has proven fruitful. However, the operative categories in the grammars of this 

ritual system are different from the operative categories in the grammars of natural 

languages. 

                                                 
36 See Meshel 2014, Chapter 6 (pp. 174–197).  
37 See Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi 1977. 
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The sacrifice of grammar 

Since the grammars of rituals and the grammars of natural languages are 

fundamentally dissimilar, the term “grammar” is not truly suitable for sacrificial systems. 

It is merely beneficial to speak of a grammar of sacrifice in the sense of a finite set of 

generative rules that are unconsciously internalized, applied rigorously, and amenable to 

concise, formulaic notation. These rules determine what is acceptable (“grammatical”) 

within a particular ritual system and place certain constraints on the system’s 

development over the course of time. 

 We are forced to wonder whether the term “grammar” should be avoided in the 

case of ritual, since perhaps following the analogy to language too rigorously has been 

detrimental to the study of sacrificial systems. Therefore, having identified the categories 

of Σ and having coined terms for them, it might now be wiser to discard this misleading 

term “grammar”. For example, one might propose the acronym GRAMMUR—

Generative, Rigorously Applied, Mathematically Modelled, Unconscious Rules—in order 

to avoid the linguistic analogy, which has by now become more misleading than fruitful 

for the study of ritual.  

 Nevertheless, aside from the term’s widespread use in non-linguistic contexts,38 

there is one substantial reason to retain the term “grammar”. Few systems that are neither 

linguistic nor ritual are describable in terms of generative rules. This does not mean that 

other systems do not have grammars (in fact, it is highly likely that other systems like 

                                                 
38 See OED s.v. grammar (6.a) reflects the expanded use of “grammar” to denote the “fundamental 

principles or rules of an art or science.” 
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music, dance, and certain games are based on “grammars” of their own),39 but very few 

systems are as rigorously rule-governed, and at the same time as complex and well-

documented over several millennia (allowing for the analysis of diachronic processes 

within the “grammars”) as ritual and linguistic systems.  

 Thus, in order to speak of a ritual system’s grammar, it is necessary to sacrifice 

the narrow denotation of “grammar”. In sacrifice, one gives up some of one’s possessions 

in order to obtain a higher objective; here, one must give up the narrow denotation of a 

term in order to be granted an entry into the inner workings of an ancient culture, as well 

as a more accurate interpretation of its formative texts. 

 

Postscript: Response to Michaels 

It is both a pleasure and a most welcome challenge to have a leading voice from a 

different field critically engaging with one’s own work. I therefore wish to respond 

briefly to Michaels’ critique of A Grammar of Sacrifice in his recent masterful book, 

Homo Ritualis.40 

 In doing so, I in no way wish to detract from the approach advocated by the 

Heidelberg school of ritual dynamics (Ritualdynamik) in their various publications—

which I have always found inspiring, but only to demonstrate how a Σ-type grammar 

differs from an R-type grammar (R for Ritualdynamik), and where the two approaches 

may converge.41 Of course, the method one adopts depends on the kind of information 

                                                 
39 See for example Lerdahl & Jackendoff 1983.  

40 Michaels 2016, primarily pp. 76–86 and 92–3.  

41 In the footnotes above, I have responded to some of the more specific criticisms raised in Michaels 

2016—see nn. 6, 8, and 9. 
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one has at hand (practiced or textual), on the explanatory power one requires of one’s 

“grammar” (philological, anthropological) and on one’s perception of what constitutes a 

“grammar” of a nonlinguistic ritual system (see my own definition above). Thus, one 

may expect to find situations in which an R-type “grammar” may have greater 

explanatory power, and situations where a Σ–type “grammar” is preferable. The two 

approaches are not mutually exclusive, and one might attempt attacking the same set of 

data with two grammatical models.  

 One criticism raised by Michaels is (I will state it more harshly here for the sake 

of clarity) that the three operative categories invented for the sake of describing Σ— 

zoemics, jugation (one aspect of which has been discussed in this paper), and 

hierarchics—are not at all necessary for the construction of a “grammar”, nor are they 

truly “grammatical” properties, since “zoemics and jugation actually concern the 

classificatory or cognitive system underlying the materia sacra and ‘hierarchies’ in 

Meshel’s sense. They are just two ‘syntactical’ rules of many. The supposed reduction of 

a ‘grammar’ of rituals to acts [in the case of Σ, the category “praxemics”—NM] is 

justified by the fact that simply thinking something is not a ritual, but utterances are 

already a form of action...”  

This critique, is in my opinion not valid due to two main considerations, 

quantitative and qualitative. The first, quantitative objection is that the laws of zoemics, 

jugation, and hierarchics include several dozens of formulas (not counting the graphic 

representations), each of which represents a host of licit combinations, and explains the 

restriction of a multitude of others (in zoemics alone, the number is in the order of 2 to 

the power of 20; see the section “A Grammar of Σ”, appended to The Grammar of 
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Sacrifice, primarily pp. 1–9). Terming these operative categories “two syntactical rules” 

of many would be equivalent to stating that the laws of sandhi in Sanskrit are “one 

phonetic rule”, according to which “sometimes assimilation occurs”, or that entire 

operative categories (not syntax), such as phonology and morphology, are merely two 

“syntactic” rules of many, in the grammar of a particular language.  

The second objection is qualitative. I wholeheartedly accept Michaels’ insight that 

hierarchics and zoemics are properties of the mind engaged in ritual, not properties of the 

bodies and materia sacra involved in its implementation (I leave aside jugation, where 

matters are more complex, as jugation is clearly expressed in the physical conjoining of 

materia sacra). Yet, I am of the opinion that it is precisely for this reason that they are so 

cardinal for the grammatical description of Σ, and possibly of other ritual systems as well. 

Just as in the description of a language, many categories are only represented (e.g., 

audible) as properties of actual linguistic utterances—consider “unvoicedness,” “zero 

morpheme” and even “subject,” for example—so zoemic and hierarchic properties are 

discernible not in a void, but as properties determining the accompanying materia sacra, 

the agent to be selected, and the manner in which the flesh will be distributed.  

Here I reiterate my criticism of previous approaches to the “grammar” of ritual, 

once again by analogy to the grammars of languages: If one were to limit oneself to 

composing a grammar of a linguistic system on the basis of phonetics alone, the resulting 

“grammar” would have a very low explanatory power. Similarly, composing a grammar 

on the basis of praxemics alone would have a very low explanatory power. While it is 

tempting to turn most of ones attention to praxemics—since it is an operative category 

that has long been recognized in the literature, and is immediately discernible in any 
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ritual system (South Asian or Mediterranean, textual or practical)—it is important to 

recognize what can be gained by turning one’s gaze away from praxemics and towards 

completely different operative categories, such as those identified in Σ, and perhaps 

others that have not been discovered yet.  

 A second criticism raised by Michaels—more precisely, a degree of skepticism—

pertains to the scope and nature of Σ. Michaels remains cautious about “the possibility of 

developing a deep structure or a deep grammar of rituals” because “the example Meshel 

has given is based on a very limited and solely textual ritual, the sacrifice of Σ, that is, the 

ancient Israelite Priestly sacrificial system as presented in the Pentateuch” (Michaels 

2016: 80 and n. 13).  

 My response to this point is again twofold—first, with regard to Σ’s scope, 

second, with regard to its textuality. Regarding its scope—there is no questioning that in 

Σ the set of data is not only finite—pertaining as it does to a system no longer in 

practice—but also, within the world of ritual texts, exceedingly small in relation to any 

rough equivalent in South Asia (not to mention the complexities and variations rituals 

practiced in living traditions). As in the case of the study of other complex phenomena, it 

may be advisable to begin with a relatively small and manageable set of data: resorting to 

a biological analogy à la Staal, one might say that the genome of C. elegans and the 

nervous system of fruit flies—or even of laboratory-engineered forms of these species not 

found in nature—are better points of departure for a biologist than their equivalents in 

more complex organisms. Therefore, I hope that the findings in Σ—a “laboratory case”, 

so to speak, offer some fruitful directions for the study of systems that are vastly more 
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complex and more heterogeneous—such as South Asian and ancient Anatolian ritual 

systems.  

 That said, a minor correction is called for, as I suspect that Michaels (2016: 80, n. 

13) misrepresents the workings of Σ. Its grammar is operative not only in the Pentateuch 

but also in a much larger and more diverse set of works, spanning nearly two millennia of 

continuous textual data, from the first half of the first millennium BCE to the first half of 

the second millennium CE: biblical, Qumranic, Jewish Hellenistic, apocryphal and 

pseudepigraphic, and early and even medieval rabbinic literature. In terms of genre, too, 

the variety is remarkable—covering texts as diverse as Leviticus, Ezekiel, Jubilees, the 

Aramaic Levi Document, Philo, Josephus, the Temple Scroll, Mishna and Tosephta, the 

Sifra, the Babylonian Talmud, Maimonides, and a host of commentaries—and many 

more minor sources containing information about Σ, such as the Genesis Apocryphon, 

Megillat Ta‘anit and a multitude of others.  

 Thus, there are undoubtedly tremendous disadvantages—from the 

anthropologist’s point of view—in working with texts that are themselves idealized 

versions of rituals that may or may not have taken place as prescribed. However, working 

with ancient texts from a period spanning such a long period of time offers a window into 

the diachronic aspect of the grammar—a sine qua non in the Σ-approach to the 

“grammar” of ritual, which might also be applied to South Asian systems.  

 Finally, it remains to ask whether the operative categories of Σ have any 

explanatory power for non-Israelite systems, perhaps even for non-textual systems. 

Preliminary work on ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean sacrificial systems, such as 

the Ugaritic sacrificial system (a similarly small corpus of textual data pertaining to 
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sacrificial practices in the late 2nd millennium Levant) suggests that at least some of Σ’s 

operative categories have strong explanatory power for that system as well—zoemics, 

hierarchics, (unsurprisingly) praxemics—but interestingly not jugation. This situation 

may be the result of historical, even cladistic affinities, between Israelite and other 

ancient Levantine systems. A preliminary exploration of the explanatory power of Σ’s 

operative categories to the Āpastamba-Śrautasūtra suggests that jugation and hierarchics 

may be operative in South Asian sacrificial rituals as well. On the other hand, the 

operative category zoemics—perhaps counterintuitively, considering the complexity of 

the distinctive features of materia sacra in the Śrautasūtras—has little explanatory power 

for the texts examined. While the comparative task that lies ahead is formidable, the 

initial findings are unequivocal: empirical and inductive categories such as “zoemics”, 

“jugation”, “hierarchics” and “praxemics”—and possibly others not yet recognized—are 

likely to have more explanatory power for the study of sacrificial ritual in the future than 

imported categories such as “syntax” and “morphology”. Regarding this point, the Σ- and 

R- approaches may converge.  
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